Micropayment by WeChat is widely used these days across the world which can be extended to microcommerce. While it can be considered as the essence of a microchain in society, it is also found to enjoy similar characteristics like Huizhou Merchants, such as the way of travelling and the aims for daily uses. The information flow model is presented to account for the profits caused by asymmetry in modern society within blockchain. In contrast, the thermodynamic model with entropy is used to show the profits in the microcommerce, and predicts that a large block chain may not necessarily increase values.
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MICROCHIAN
Blockchain contains many technologies, including data blocks for storing data and digital signatures, timestamps, etc., as well as a consensus algorithm for supporting P2P networks and maintenance systems [1] . It realizes digital currency like bitcoins based on a distributed and transparent network with most honest nodes. Nevertheless, there are also false or cheating nodes in the blockchain. For example, there are some black programs on Internet that extort bitcoins in blockchains.
Microchain applies blockchain technology to implement a philanthropic microlending platform, which provides an unalterable history of previous transactions [2] . In this paper, microchain means small supply chain from food service to industries in society. It seems derived from the chain stores or an ecological chain.
In Weprin and Fusian's micro-chain brethren's opinions, there are significant advantages to being a micro-chain, not the least of which is the independent, homegrown vibe a smaller chain can leverage in the local marketplace [3] . A microchain is thought of as local, setl-sufficient, and not impacted by larger block chains. Quicker than limited-service giants and more impactful than their independent peers, micro-chain operations can alter their menus, leverage trends, improve their supply chain, evolve processes, and adapt to consumer feedback [3] .
The modern media ecology also exhibits a 'micro' trait, and fragmented information is connected and combined through a chain system such as a social network. In order for the media to survive, it is necessary to grasp the opportunities of communication in the 'micro-chains' and create possible hot spots of public opinion [4] . Therefore, in addition to competing for the "unique interpretation right" of information, modern media must also rank in the turbulent "micro-chain" world and become the organizer and communicator of critical nodes [4] .
MICROCOMMERCE
Firstly, microbusinesses mean micro-enterprises, or firms with 1 to 9 employees [5] . Meanwhile, microcommerce is redirected to micropayments in Wikipedia, which is a financial transaction involving a very small sum of money and usually one that occurs online [6] . Take the opinions in Tianya Forum for example [7] :
User xia-9: The meaning of microcommerce has also changed from the original pure WeChat sales to the generalized derivative of all mobile Internet.
User wei-8: Microcommerce often uses WeChat as a marketing tool. User yao-1: Choice is more important than hard work. Choose the right promising brand and explosive business model. Secondly, in Chinese the micro-commerce is named as Wei-Shang, which is much similar to Hui-Shang in characters. In Chinese history, Hui-Shang or the Huizhou merchant is marked by travelling merchants, the goods of salts, and the district of Anhui. Compared with Hui-Shang, Jin-Shang in the same time is famous for its chain stores, the issuances of bills, and the nightly commerce. The characteristics of microcommerce and Huizhou merchants are shown in Tab. I. 
INFORMATION FLOW AND ITS ASYMMETRY
The basic principle in trade is equivalence of values, and money appears as the equivalent for both sellers and buyers. In blockchain or microchains, the coins and moneys have taken information flows into consideration. However, the information flow has asymmetry. The asymmetry brings conflicts with the equivalence of transactions.
It seems that along the profit chains, there are politicians, scholars, government officials, workers, peasants, merchants, soldiers et al. in a hierarchy. The information is flowed and distributed in the hierarchy with unbalances and asymmetries, which offsets or amplifies the real values of merchandises. In this way, it seems that fraudulences will be directly used to make money as erroneous information.
As is shown in Fig. 1 , the information usually flows in the reverse direction of that with profit chain. The information was demonstrated as education, cultures, and social activities in history. In modern times, the information is produced as films, news, and chances for livings. It is guessed that the asymmetry in the information flow has taken direct effects in microchains. 
THERMODYNAMICS AND ENTROPY
According to the principles of thermodynamics, the heat can be transformed from low-temperature objects to high-temperature objects by extra work [8] . In fact, the entropy can be used to describe the disordered state, and the entropy of all objects increase in a natural way. Then, The first idea means that a large block chain may not necessarily increase values. And the second idea means that an isolated microchain may move in a slow way with no profits.
Entropy can be used to measure the turbulence of a society. To increase the energy efficiency of a system is just to decrease the entropy of the nature, while to improve the profit rate of a group is just to reduce the entropy of a microchain. In other words, it is just to do work with high efficiency for human beings and low consumption of material energies.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, several definitions of microchain are explained: (1) a philanthropic microlending platform; (2) small supply chain from food service to industries in society; (3) a chain system as a social network. And by an information flow model, it is pointed out that the information asymmetry can be used to yield profits in a microchain. Besides, the microcommerce is introduced to remind people of Huizhou merchants, and the thermodynamic model with entropy is used to interpret the profits of microcommerce in a small chain system.
